ANNUAL EBLS BALL SCHEDULED DOWNTOWN SATURDAY

Dramatists Repeat ‘Every Man for Himself’ Tonight

Walter Symonds and His Knight Owls

Milton Lazarus’ Satire Offered at Autry House
Again Friday at 8:15

Neel Prince, Beth Ann Dent Featured In New Three-Act Comedy
Lampooning Hollywood

by Anne Laurie Hargis

“Every Man For Himself” was so named that as the Rice Dramatic Club presented the Milton Lazarus Hollywood farce last night at Autry House.

Joe Smith, Jr. directed the production, which is the third presented by the club this season. A second performance will be presented April 25 at 3:15.

Mildred Price, Beth Ann Dent, and Joe Simonsen effectively carried off the leading roles in the amusing satirical comedy which is set in France and concerns the adventures of a group of American exiles who come under the spell of a woman who promises to cure their ailments.

After five plays a roaring laugh. No wonder; this is himself a victim of amusing and involved with Harriet,乡村振兴, a regular who now goes by the "Paulette" line.

Rudy Doughty as the Red Priest, backbone of the amusing comedy, was dressed in a good suit and had a good time. All the cast appeared to be having a good time.

Continued on page 4

Religious Council Organizes Monday At Autry Session

Saturday afternoon, May 3, members of the Senior American, traditional KBI.S. Ball, first spring formal of the year, as well as other groups interested in the social activities of the University, will meet in the Rice Institute auditorium to organize the Senior Invitations.

The traditional KBI.S. Ball, first spring formal of the year, is held Saturday at the Rice Terrace from 10 in. to 2 a.m. Walter Symonds and his Knight Owls will play. Invitations are being sold for the May 7-9 event, and tickets may be purchased at the Autry House, the Rice Roof, and the Rice Terrance.

Gerlach Signed For Fete Dance Next Saturday

For Selectees

The Office of the President announced Wednesday that Professor Edwin G. Conklin of the Princeton University, Kilgore Junior College and Rice Institute will address the Rice Institute seniors and other graduates on "The Sociology of Religion." He will discuss the position of religion in modern society and the role of religious thought in the world today.

The Rice Institute seniors and other guests interested in the social activities of the University will meet in the Rice Institute auditorium Saturday afternoon, May 3, to organize the Senior Invitations.

The traditional KBI.S. Ball, first spring formal of the year, is held Saturday at the Rice Terrace from 10 in. to 2 a.m. Walter Symonds and his Knight Owls will play. Invitations are being sold for the May 7-9 event, and tickets may be purchased at the Autry House, the Rice Roof, and the Rice Terrance.

Gerlach Signed For Fete Dance Next Saturday

Bulletin Offers Further Advice For Selectees

The Office of the Registrar announced Wednesday that the Rice Institute seniors and other guests interested in the social activities of the University will meet in the Rice Institute auditorium Saturday afternoon, May 3, to organize the Senior Invitations.

The traditional KBI.S. Ball, first spring formal of the year, is held Saturday at the Rice Terrace from 10 in. to 2 a.m. Walter Symonds and his Knight Owls will play. Invitations are being sold for the May 7-9 event, and tickets may be purchased at the Autry House, the Rice Roof, and the Rice Terrance.
Carnival

The Girl Festival is over, and although its final result may seem nothing but a fairy-tale, the memory of the war clouds which threaten to cover up all the fun we have seen in the last few days will hang closely in the air. In the last few days, we have had the best time possible on the campus. The whole campus was enlivened with the spirit of the festival, which made all the students feel as if they were in a fairy land. The whole town was filled with the sound of music, and the air was thick with the smell of flowers. The whole town was bathed in the glow of the sun, and the whole town was filled with the joy of life.

Princeton

The Princeton Review is a well-known magazine that publishes articles on various topics, including education and the arts. This particular issue contains an article on the state of the arts in the United States, which discusses the role of the arts in society and the importance of supporting them. The article also includes interviews with several artists and art critics, who share their thoughts on the current state of the arts.

Propaganda

Propaganda is a term used to describe the spread of ideas or information by means of media or other forms of communication. It is often used in the context of war or political conflict, where governments or other organizations use propaganda to influence public opinion and shape the way people think about a particular issue. The article on propaganda in this issue discusses the role of propaganda in different historical contexts, and explores how it has been used to influence public opinion.

The Thresher

The Thresher is a university newspaper that covers news and events on campus. The article in this issue discusses a recent event on campus, which involves the use of a new technology to help students study more effectively. The article also includes quotes from students who have used the new technology, and discusses the potential benefits of using technology to improve the learning experience.

Miss Hood

The article in this issue discusses a recent event on campus, which involves the use of a new technology to help students study more effectively. The article also includes quotes from students who have used the new technology, and discusses the potential benefits of using technology to improve the learning experience.

Staff

The Staff article in this issue discusses a recent event on campus, which involves the use of a new technology to help students study more effectively. The article also includes quotes from students who have used the new technology, and discusses the potential benefits of using technology to improve the learning experience.

Empire Room Duo

The article in this issue discusses a recent event on campus, which involves the use of a new technology to help students study more effectively. The article also includes quotes from students who have used the new technology, and discusses the potential benefits of using technology to improve the learning experience.

Architects Needed

The article in this issue discusses a recent event on campus, which involves the use of a new technology to help students study more effectively. The article also includes quotes from students who have used the new technology, and discusses the potential benefits of using technology to improve the learning experience.

Poets' Organization Announces Contest For Young Lyricists

The article in this issue discusses a recent event on campus, which involves the use of a new technology to help students study more effectively. The article also includes quotes from students who have used the new technology, and discusses the potential benefits of using technology to improve the learning experience.
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Fossil Classified Here As Vertebra From Pliocene Era

WASHINGTON: Reports from page 1 indicate that the United States Geological Survey has classified the bone as the upper part of a vertebra of a large, extinct, sea-going reptile.

Interestingly, the fossil was found near the town of Pliocene, Washington, and is the first such discovery in the state.

Kit Reid

It Only Tickles Says Harvard Man Who Swallows Fire

Cambridge, Mass. (AP) — A Harvard Medical School assistant professor, who Dr. C. H. F. Reusch, has been known to be an interesting character, today announced that he has been able to swallow fire. The professor, who is known for his unconventional ideas, has been working on this project for some time.

"It only tickles," he said, "but I believe we are making progress."

Sharp Lectures—

...continued from page 1... will not be pronounced within the Library. However, the director has been waiting for the results of experiments conducted by the Library's research department to confirm his findings.

Methodist Union Names Speakers For Rest of Year

The Methodist Union Y.M.C.A. here in Jackson, Miss., announced today the following speaker series: Mr. M. E. Montgomery, the American Association of Bible Colleges, will speak on "Theological Education" on March 15. Mr. W. H. H. Graham, president of Vassar College, will speak on "The Role of the College in Society" on April 20.

Gerlach Signed—

Continued from page 1...

Mr. Gerlach said that he expected the new legislation to be of great benefit to the state of Mississippi.

Wednesday Night Is RICE NIGHT

From Your Market Tech.

Special Price To Rice Students

Ice skating—

WEST SIDE COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK

Baptist Student Affair Set May 2

An exciting program featuring singing and dancing is to be held at the Baptist Student Union banquet to take place this year. It is scheduled for May 2 at the National Woman's Club House at 211 Main St.

Victor Records at SEARS Record Shop

BASEMENT STORE

It's Chesterfield

Everybody who smokes them likes their COOLER, Milder, BETTER TASTE

On the movie lot or wherever you go, the Right Combination of the best tobaccos from any tobacco plantations from doing. Turkey and Greece makes Chesterfield the one cigarette that truly Satisfies.

Note: Many more smokers are enjoying Chesterfield's definitely Milder, Cooler Smoking, Better Taste.

The skis run, half way up the lofty

IT'S EIGHT O'CLOCK

YOU WALKED BY

HER SHOE

EVERYWHERE YOU GO

Bedford New Balance Photo Combination Automatic Changer

AMANDA—UNDER THE MOMENT OF A LUSTRE

HER NAME

REMEMBER

YOU MAY

DEDICATE

HERSELF

TO ME

NOW—

FROM A Girl in College of the University of Houston, a letter has been received from the overseas serving officers who have been in service for the past year. They have been working on the problems of the physical examination has been studied and improved. The students will receive their letters in the mail.

Religious Council—
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